
Complete the sentences using the simple past tense forms of the verbs in the

parentheses.

4) Lara to Dad soon after the incident.  (apologize)

3) The bear the salmon for lunch.  (eat)

2) They the magic show on Saturday.  (enjoy)

1) Margaret the library during the weekend.  (visit)

10) John into the pool before breakfast.  (dive)

9) They to Seattle this morning.  (travel)

8) The weatherman people about the new tornado today.  (warn)

7) Joel the Young Scientist Award for the year 2018.  (receive)

6) Maria the contract before signing it.  (read)

5) The lion when it saw the prey.  (roar)
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Complete the sentences using the simple past tense forms of the verbs in the

parentheses.

4) Lara to Dad soon after the incident.  (apologize)apologized

3) The bear the salmon for lunch.  (eat)ate

2) They the magic show on Saturday.  (enjoy)enjoyed

1) Margaret the library during the weekend.  (visit)visited

10) John into the pool before breakfast.  (dive)dove

9) They to Seattle this morning.  (travel)traveled

8) The weatherman people about the new tornado today.  (warn)warned

7) Joel the Young Scientist Award for the year 2018.  (receive)received

6) Maria the contract before signing it.  (read)read

5) The lion when it saw the prey.  (roar)roared
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